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ANTA FENEW MEXICAN
VOL. 37

SECOND EDITION

CITY AND NORTHERN MAIL

SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, JULY 5, 1900.

NO, 116

invocation. The audience stood during
LIKE A TRIUMPHAL TOUR.
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
HE
TOOK POISON
OF
the prayer.
Governor Boosevelt Is Tendered Ovations at
Mr. Richardson announced that the
- PENSION GRANTED.
i
Missouri and Illinois Towns,
platform committee was not ready to
of Bernalillo, Berna- Two Inctifcs of Rainfall Could Not
Felipe
Montoya,
invited
and
Hogg
Hannibal, Mo., July 5. A special A $100,000 Mill at Woodbury Is
The Emperor of China and the Dow lillo county, has been granted a pension
The Conservative Democrats Are Not report,
of Texas to address the convention. The
train carrying Gov. Theodore Roose-'velot $6 per month.
Drown the Enthusiasm of
to Replace the Mill Burned
In Favor of a Specific Declarahome from the rough riders' re
ager Empress Were Forced
giant Texan was greeted enthusiasticPOSTMASTER APPOINTED.
Fe.
Santa
union
ally.
Hannibal
at
arrived
early
to" Suicide.
Down.
tion for 16 to 1.
Henry K. Rountree has been appoinHOGG SPEAKS.
Roosevelt was greeted by a large crowd
ted postmaster at Dwyer, vice C. E.
When he declared that the party did
close
was
and
attention
Bunker.
MANY BASEBALL
given to his
VICTORIES
brief address. At 8 o'clock the governFOURTH OF JULt PARDON.
THE CERRILLOS SMELTER
VICE PRESIDENTIAL BOOHS not propose to surrender one lota of Its TIEN TSIN IS HARD PRESSED
In
as
1806,
the
attitude
promulgated by
In accordance with an established
or's train left Hannibal and crossed the
Pkua-TTook
he
on
Parade
the
was
round
Chicago convention, there
custom Governor Otero on the evening Sports
Mississippi river into Illinois. Speeches
after round of cheers. This broke into The British
y
of July 3, pardoned one of the inmates
will be made
Place This Afternoon There Are Hany
at Quincy, Gales
Democratic Leaders Are Fiercely WrangSecond Stack Hay Be Added to the
with
1,600
Legation
Refugees
a whirlwind or. approving shouts when
Aurora and possibly at
at the pententiary. The fortunate conMendota,
burg,
Visitors
in
the
Several
City
Smelter A Letter from Golden
It Still Holding Ont at Pekin-- A
the governor asserted that the party's
ling Among Themselves Towne la
one or two other points.
vict was Magdaleno Garza of Sierra
Baoes.
platform must contain an unequivocal,
ROOSEVELT AT QUINCY.
That Tien Tsin Bad
Confident of Being Nominated A
An Assay Office for Santa
county, in the penitentiary since 1885.
Beport
specific declaration for 16 to 1. It was
He had been sentenced for life, but
Quincy, III., July 5. Governor RooseBoom for Adlai E. Stevenson.
Fallen.
Te.
rained
It
rained
"to
It
yesterday.
noticeable that the delegates joined
A
velt arrived at Quincy at 9:10
since his trial mitigating circumstances
the band," and the rain drops came
with the spectators In the applause. Mr.
was
hunhave come to light. ' Garza was an ex- beat
held, giving
public reception
W. C. Wynkoop, manager of the
Kansas City, July 5. "The fight on Hogg arraigned the policy of the pres
Shanghai, July 5. (Copyright, 1900, by emplary convict. Governor Otero at in such a deluge as to largely disrupt dreds of citizens opportunity to grasp
the platform will be carried to the floor ent administration in the Philippines the
Associated
Reduction and Development ComPress.) Emperor the same time ordered "that Robert the plans that had been so systematic- the governor's hand. A procession
to carry out the very
of the convention," said David B. Hill and on foreign affairs, generally, and Kwang Su committed suicide by taking
the principal streets followed, pany, left this morning by the Bland
Shaw of Bernalillo county, who had ally arranged
through
elaborate program in celebration of In
this morning. "The list of states that Its subserviency to trusts. He closed opium under the compulsion of Prince served 23 months of a two
after which the governor was conveyed stage for his home at Woodbury, after
years' senvoted for the 16 to 1 plank includes with, a prediction that a platform ap Tuan, on June 19. The empress dowa- tence
Several times the to the
for larcency, be given an extra dependence day.
public square, where he delivered passing the Fourth here at the sanitaclouds broke, inspiring the committee an address
states that never did "bring an electoral pealing to the people for the correction ger also took poison, but is still alive,
to an enthusiastic audience rium, Mrs. Wynkoop being a summer
off his sent nee for good behaviiK,nth
vote to the Democratic party,, and the of existing evils would bring victory in though reported insane from the effects
men in charge with the hope that the of 5,000.
guest at that institution. Manager
ior: Both men were released yesterday.
sun might appear, and that it would be
states with small delegations. The list November.
of the drug. The above has been reportWynkoop stated that he could reach no
of states that voted 'no' Includes nearly DOCKERY AROUSER ENTHUSIASM. ed officially to the German consular
FIREMEN'S COHYEMTIOH.
SH00T1HG AFFRAYS.
other conclusion than that lightning
possible to give the street parade and
v
the long list of sports scheduled for the
caused the lire which destroyed the
every doubtful state. We ' carried the
At the termination of Hogg's address staff.
A Hail Carrier Shot at Watrons Two Hen entertainment of the great crowd of Volunteer Firemen of Hew Mexico Heet Woodbury mill on
conservative proposition by five votes the crowd's cry for Hill came from all
THE FOREIGNERS AT PEKIN.
Friday last. He said
at one time, then they put up the cry quarters of the galleries. Mingled with Paris, July 6. The French consul at
and Organize an Association.
Visitors to the city, but each time an
at 9 p. m. he went through the mill,
Killed at Dortey.
that Bryan would not accept, and car- the calls were hisses. When order was Che Foo telegraphs that a Chinaman
After preliminary organization wai which was In full operation at the time,
On Monday the mall carrier, Juan other black cloud floated over from the
ried it by two votes 2 to 24. Probably restored Mr. Richardson presented A. who left Pekln on June 35 reports that Guerin, was shot at Watrous by Marcos western horizon and how it did rain! effected on Tuesday afternoon the terrl and found everything running smoothHawaii and Oklahoma, territories that M. Dockery, of Missouri. Mr. Dockery's all the ministers and residents who Solano. The shooting was done at So- The storm commenced Tuesday night, torlal volunteer firemen's association ly. Walking to the office, which is 100
can't give us an electoral vote, will de- prompt attack upon the conduct of the were then assembled at the British le- lano's house, where Guerin had gone and prevailed, with short intermissions, took a recess till 8 p. m. the same even yards distant, he had addressed Presifeat the will of the east and the entire Republican administration for its man- gation, the French, German and Japa- with a friend. Guerin first knocked at till 6 o'clock last evening,' and then ing. When the convention resumed dent Woodbury, and suddenly there
Democracy. The strongest sliver men agement of the Philippine question was nese legations, were guarded by their the door, then made hla friend knock, there was so much wetness and the air work, with delegates present from Las was a glare of light through the- winare with us. Even Jones is with us, and greeted with the usual demonstrations own detachments, and Ptnchon, the while he went to the window, where he was so chill that it was decided to post Vegas, Silver City, Albuquerque and dow, and half of the mill building
has so declared, but he Is dominated by of applause. His assurances that Bryan French ' minister, and his wife were was shot through the right breast, four pone carrying out the program until to Santa Fe, the' report of the, committee seemed to be enveloped in flames. A
was pre storm was on at the time, little rain but
Bryan. Just as I am opposed to impe- will be the next president, and his con- well. Qyier legations, the custom house shots being fired from within. Dr. day. This action was regretable, but on constitution and
.
rialism in the nation, so I am opposed demnation of any alliance between this and the missions had
The Northwood was called from Wagon the
visitors quite appre sented and adopted. The territorial as considerable lightning, and the belief is
to it in an individual. This is imperial- country and England, received the foreign troops lost six men killed and Mound and pronounced the wound not ciated the fact that it was all owing to soclatlon was then organized by the that the destruction of the mill was
ism of the worst Bort. However, I be- same enthusiastic reception and cries had six. wounded, including the com- necessarily fatal, but dangerous if in- the weather clerk, and so made the best election of the following officers: J. L. caused by lightning.
lieve we'll beat them."
flammation should set In. Solano was of It. Those from the south and central Van Arsdell, Santa Fe, president; Ce
of "Hurrah for Dockery" from the Mis mander of the British detachment.
Mr. Wynkoop said the
had cost
AN EXPLICIT DECLARATION.
taken to the county jail.
souri delegation. His appeal for har
TIEN TSIN HARD PRESSED.
part of the territory felt the chill very cilio Romero, Las Vegas, first vice pres $52,000, and was insured plant
in a Denver
B.
Kansas City,. July 5. The resolutions mony "along fundamental principles
6.
1:30
second
a
and
his
loaned
A
About
citizen
statement is pubident;
last Wednesday morning, much,
Ruppe, Albuquerque,
London, July
many
for $10,000. As to rebuilding, he
committee decided for an explicit decla- met with cheers.
lished in Berlin that the Chinese have while Night Watchman Cordova and overcoat to some visiting friend. The vice president; O. G. Myhre, Silver City, agency
"A new plant will be put up at
said:
third vice president; M. Crowley, City once.
ration for the free coinage of silver at
SPEECH BT MATOR ROSE.
already taken Tien Tsin, but a cable Liveryman E. M. Jones were standing rainfall amounted to nearly 2 Inches.
We can utilize the boilets we.
16 to 1. The vote stood 27 to 25, and was
of Las Vegas, fourth vice president; A.
SOME SPORTS.
The first mention of Dewey's name dispatch from Shanghai, dated July 4, on a street corner at Dorsey, four robhave; also, the foundation walls, much
M.
Dettelbach
and
adtaken at 3:30 o'clock.
on
both
of
Frederick
band
to
the
between
bers
fire
since the opening of the contention was shows-tha- t
the
latest
Muller,
However,
them,
showers,
killing
according
opened
of the brick and some of the iron. This
The vote stood as follows on the res- made by Dockery while discussing the vices' the city is still In the hands of the men. Bartender Henson ran toward the cheered all with its frequent concerts, Santa Fe, secretary and treasurer re
new
will be constructed on some
olution for the substitution of the 16 to platform question, but the name of the international troops, though the Chi shooting and was wounded in the
and at the college campus were assem spectively. After a smoker and a social what plant
different
plans. We will put in
1 declaration
for the simple reaffirma- famous admiral was received without a nese forces continued their attempt to
Another man, who was sleeping In bled a thousand people to witness the time recess was taken to July 4.
the cyanide leeching system straight,
tion of the Chicago platform:
At 11 o'clock yesterday forenoon a
On
game In the afternoon..
ripple of applause. At the conclusion of isolate them, as they did at Pekin. They a house near by, was slightly wounded base-baand also the combination of pan amal- - ,
Teas Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, the speech of Dockery, Mayor D. S. were .receiving constant accessions, while In bed. One of the robbers was Tuesday the Albuquerque nine, under short business session was held, when
gamation and cyanide In vogue in the
Delaware, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Ken- Rose, of Milwaukee, was called to the many troops arriving from Manchuria. wounded and captured, but the others the management of E. L. Washburn, the president named the board of con- old
mill, and by which we were enabled
trol
for
the
A
The
crossed bats with the home players and
tucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, platform. He made a fine Impression. The dispatch adds that Col. Wogack, escaped.
ensuing year.
posse is in pursuit.
to save 93 per cent of the ore values.
DainNew
endThe secretary was ordered to notify
Nebraska,
His voice was clear, and penetrated to commanding the Russians at Tien Tsin, wounded man refuses to give any
Hampshire, North
put up an interesting game, which
The new mill will call for the expendikota, Oregon, South Carolina,' Tonnes-sethe uttermost parts of the hall. Wis- was almost exhausted. He had been formation of himself or of his company- - ed In a score of 19 to 21 in favor of the all cities in the territory of the existence ture of close to $100,000.
It will treat 200
Vermont, Washington, Wyoming, consin, he said, could be brought this three days and nights In the saddle di ions.
Santa Pe boys. Yesterday's game was of this organization of volunteer fire- tons of ore
from the Iron King mine
Oklahoma, Indian Territory, New Mex- year into the Democratic column by a recting operations.
characterized by many brilliant fea- - men, and to send copies of the constiwe hope to have it ready to
summer RESORTS.
to all active, veter- dally, and
ico, Arizona, Hawaii 27.
AMERICANS AT PEKIN.
ures, particularly the pitching by Shaw tution and
proper platform. Mr. Rose made a
blow In in about 120 days."
Georan
and exempt firemen's organizations
Nays California,"- Connecticut,
for the home nine, and the Albuquerque
Washington, July 6. The navy de A
strong appeal to the convention to re
Big Hotel Hay Be Built on the Pecos boys played game and were exceptionSMELTER TO BE ENLARGED.
gia, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Mary- member the great army of German vot- partment received the following cable
throughout the territory. The convenBext
Year.
'
land, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, ers throughout the United States, who gram fromAdmiral Kempff:
and gentlemanly, al- tion then adjourned sine die.
ally
Numerous visitors in the city from the
Word from Espanola Is to the effect
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, held the balance of power. When Rose
''Che Foo. Julv 5. Mevers. of th.s Ore- though It was plain to be seen that they
Cerrlllos mining region bring good reRhode Island, concluded another Hill wave passed jgon, commands the force at Pekin. that settlers have gone In at the head were up against a fast nine. The score
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
ports concerning the Cerrlllos smelter.
of Santa Clara canon and located most
Honors for Joseph E. Morrison.
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, over the assemblage. Both Chairman
Sou- Superintendent Wells has now got the
of the available land, where excellent ended 2 to 13 in favor of Santa Fe,
is
of
Morrison
E.
name
The
25.
West Virginia, Wisconsin, Alaska
Joseph
of the Indian school, acting as um
Mar there."
Richardson and Sergeant-at-arm- s
new machinery in
are now growh
specially
crops;
potatoes,
perfect
In
mentioned
much
Republican
The plank agreed upon is as follows: tin moved up and down in front of the BRITISH LEGATION HOLDS OUT. ing. P. H. Llese has a fine ranch there, pire and giving perfect satisfaction to being
a
and
few
working
order,
disdays since a
as
circles
candidate
for
a
possible
"We reiterate and demand the platform platform, gesticulating wildly; making
Is
5.
22
from'
received
was
and
in
A
miles
While
all.
this
n
progress
game
putting
dispatch
Iondon, July
Espanola,
was made after three weeks
trict attorney on the Republican ticket
of 1896 for the American financial sys- pantomime appeals for order.
by the News agency from Shanghai, up a number or summer cottages. &a. another crowd was on the plaza laugh 01 this county. Joe has a Republican of continuous running. Operations were
Frank's
and
Frank
Johnson
tem made by the American people for
family,
the
announces
that
When the Hill demonstration calmed under date of July 4,
ing over the scramble for the greased pedigree which would make any free resumed
As was expected. It is
themselves, which shall restore and the chairman Introduced J. E. McCul-loug- British legation at Pekln, with 1,600 family and several others from Espanola
pig. His pigshlp led about forty boys silver horse leave his double stt ndard found that a single-stac- k
' summer
smelter costs
the
to
there
have
spend
gone
As nearly as can be as much to
maintain a blmetallio price level and
and men a merry chase, but vaa finally oaib. Courier.
for another refugees, was still safe When th mes months.
of Indianapolis,
k
as
J"
a
operate
-made out from the above it means that
as part of such system the' immediate speech. He spoke but a few words. '
sage was sent.
It is highly probable that an
and
One the upper Pecos there are now captured and held by the ear by Tomas if Mr. Morrison Is nominated
plant,
by the
contest
restoration of free and unlimited coinTHE REBELLION SPREADING.
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE.
some 75 summer visitors and twice as Qulntana. In the
he will be elected, and In additional stack will be erected at an
A cablegram many more would like to go there but the team coupling match was won: Republicans
age of silver and gold at the present leThe chair recognized George Fred
Washington, July
Journal-Mine- r
Brown, president of
most
the
this
heartily early day. Thomas
At First prize, by William Mason and Geo, concurs. Prescott Journal-Minegal ratio of 16 to 1, without waiting for Williams, who submitted a resolution has been received by the state depart- for the lack of accommodations.
the Galena OH Company at Franklin,
The
Of
are
consent
Vlles
or
there
and
ranches
the aid
any other nation."
Lugton, of Albuquerque: second prize, gentleman referred to is a son of Hon. Pa., and who also Is president of this
reciting "that a committee of nine dele- ment from consul General Goodnow, at the Windsor
"
VAN WTCK WEAK KNEED.
L. Morrison, a talented young mem smelter
gates be' appointed by the chair for the, Shanghai, stating that there Is Immi- between 40 and 50 people at present. Thomas Dofflemeyer and G. Padllla, of
reached Cerrlllos
company,
from
Kansas,
Texas,
Oklahoma,
Kansas City, July 5, 10:36 a. m. Au- purpose of conferring with the silver nent danger of the extension of the coming
Santa Fe. In the single coupling con- ber of the bar who was educated in Tuesday evening, coming to consult
JNew
Mexico
aim
southern
Missouri,
of
Fe
has
friends
a
and
here
host
Santa
second
won
and
first
gustus Van Wyck, representing the Republican and the Populist parties, Boxer rebellion to the southern prov Arizona.
test
Mason
Lugton
with Manager R. B. Thomas and SuperHenry Windsors spacious
to know that he Is
who will be
New York delegation on the platform now gathered at Kansas City."
inces .unless the international forces are new
intendent Wells regarding this imhouse has been crowded since prize money for Albuquerque. Then It at the frontpleased
log
In
in
his
home
district
to
refused
the
minority:
committee,
sign
and maintained.
Shouts of "No! no!" followed the
provement. It is also probable tnat a
May 15. It is the Intention of the rained again.
Arizona.
1
16
to
proposition. reading, but the resolution was put to a
EVENTS.
report against' the
Vlles brothers to erect a big summer
roasting furnace will be added to the
L1GHTB1HG.
OP
STROKE
k
His action is approved by Tammany, vote and declared adopted. Congresshotel this fall to accommodate next
From the presence of the crowds of
plant.
Albuquerque Items.
ear's rush.
Kings county and Erie, the majority of man James Williams, of Illinois, was
GEM CUTTERS IN TOWN.
strangers who flocked into and about
The water In the Rio Grande Is very
the delegation, It Is looked upon as the then Introduced. He appealed to all It Set on Fire Immense Oil Works Opposite
the plaza this forenoon it was evident
'
O. K. White, a lapidary, who
John
Island.
BREWER.
low.
States
SALLY
FOR
SEARCH
first break in the conservative ranks.
Democrats to stand together on one
people
that most of the
New York, July 6. Fire at the works
Mrs. W. A. Brown died at Alameda of calls San Angelo, Tex., his home, and
THE CONSERVATIVES GIVE UP.
who came In Tuesday and Wednesday
platform.
Thomas Moore, well known here as a
of the Standard Oil Company at Consta She Was Last Heard of fat Gasa Grande,
child birth.
Kansas City, July 5. There will be no
OVATION FOR BECKHAM.
mornings had decided to stay and see
gem cutter and turquols minMexioo,
The Albuquerque Browns yesterday
minority report on the platform. The
As Mr. Williams took his seat Chair ble Hook, Bayonne, N. J., which started
the finish. The sun rose clear and bright
team at er, arrived In the city from El Paso yes
"if Sallv Brewer's relatives at Mon and the day was typical of Santa Fe defeated the Demlng base-baopposition decided such a report use- man Richardson announced: "We will from the explosion of a naphtha tank
was still raging at 9 a. m. rovia, Indiana, or the administrator of weather. A
17 to 13.
terday, coming to make their headquar
less.
now be addressed by Governor Beck- early
plaza concert and ball game Deming by a Bcore of
estate desire to lo
The her
TOWNE IS HOPEFUL.
Miss Etta Vaughn and Prof. J. M. Ol ters here. They expect to engage in
The
noon.
till
the
ham of Kentucky." When Beckham The damage will run Into millions.
entertained
people
whereabouts they can
iver were married Tuesday evening by mining, either in the turquois district,
Kansas City, July 5. Charles A. reached the stand he was given a re- entire plant Is almost certain to be con cate her present
ao so oy writing 10 me post- ball contest resulted 8 to 20 In favor of
Towne gave the Associated Press the ception more enthusiastic than the del- sumed. The oil Is spreading along the probably
Rev. T. C. Beattie. Heber T. Strong was eighteen miles south of the city, or In
nine.
home
the
or
Casa
master at Dealing, Silver City
best man, and Miss Ida Summers was the Santa Fe range, a district Mr.
following signed statement this morn- egates had extended to any speaker upper bay and Kill von Kull, blazing as Urande, state of Chihuahua, Mexico,'
THE PARADE.
Moore has examined somewhat and
ing: "I am greatljr encouraged this who thus far addressed the convention. it flows. The fire was caused by light said an old time citizen today who had
At 2 o'clock there was a perfect Jam bridesmaid.
Mrs. Mary L. Whitney, mother of W. finds highly attractive. They may also
morning. Assurances of support are
road in Tuesday s New Mexican ot Jima on the plaza thoroughfares to witness
We had such a dose of Republican ning.
Brewer's letter of Inquiry to Postmaster the firemen's parade and enjoy the R. Whitney, died Tuesday. She came open a gem cutting establishment here.
constantly reaching me from members rule," said Beckham, "that Kentucky is ONE HUNDRED MEN MISSING.
New Tbrk, July 6. At 10:30 the total Nussbaunu Dr. Wm. Brewer was an
SANTA FE ASSAY OFFICE.
of delegations representing all sections prepared to accept any platform that
sports. This feature of the program is to Albuquerque from Winfleld, Kan.,
A local assay office has been an urgent
of the country. My friends seem to be the Democratic party will present." The loss was estimated at $2,500,000. None of army surgeon, It appears, stationed at in progress as the New Mexican goes to two years ago. She was aged 60 years,
eon tummins, anu rurv
and was a native of St. Johns, Mich. need in Santa Fe, especially of late,
the only body of confident, purposeful delegates sang "My Old Kentucky the officials of the company believed l ort isayara,
After ho left press.
100 men reported ralss- - VVIngate In the early 70s.
of
the
hat
for
behind
any
candidate
any
Supporters
Home."
The fire organizations made a fine Besides W. R. Whitney, a daughter, since the 'invasion of the Santa Fe
Mie army he married at U&sa urande
mountains by prospectors. It Is grating had been killed or severely injured, and located at Silver
the vice presidential nomination. I beCity where Sally showing. Over fifty uniformed men were Mrs. W. H. Little, survives her.
tut that several had been painfully Brewer was
ANOTHER ADJOURNMENT.
lieve the opportunity to unite all oppofying to note that this want is now to
born, about 36 years ago. In llne.jind the hose cart, the ladder
Invested in Cattle.
J. W. Miles, of Maryland, addressed burned.
be supplied by the return of Edward
nents of the Republican mtsgovernment
Her father died at Casa Grande and she truck and the chemical engine were
Travis F. Jones, of Los Alamos, San McFarlane to the
were last heard of at
mother
will not be neglected by the patriotism the convention In support of conservaand
her
city. During the win
decorated.
beautifully and artistically
d
Forty-tw- o
Victims.
ter Mr. McFarlane conducted an assay
that point, though this was many years Not so many took part In the flower pa Miguel county, purchased a
and political wisdom of the Democratic tive action on the platform. Chairman
5.
Wood
Com
C.
Cattle
the
W.
in
Interest
Kansas
Tacoma, Wash., July
City
Richardson announced that the platoffice here, giving great satisfaction to
ago.'
party."
rade, the bicycle section having been pany's ranch and cattle at Engle, and
form committee would be ready to re ruff and Mrs. G. Fleming, victims of A
all his patrons, and some two months
FOR STEVENSON.
Husband.
but
rain
the
a
Wants
Woman
out
knocked
yesterday,
Bincon
by
is now the general manager of the com ago he was called to go south to exam
Kansas City, July 5. The Pennsylva- port at 3:30 o'clock. Thereupon the con the street car accident yesterday, died
In
several
were
handsomely
advertised
very
there
A
blacksmith recently
this morning, increasing the fatalities
pany.
vention adjourned until that hour.
ine certain mining properties in the
nia delegation this morning
Fischto forty-twOf the sixty remaining m the New York Tribune for a wife. He decorated vehicles in line. Hank
THE STEVENSON BOOM.
Black Range and Mogollon districts. He '
ly decided to support Adlai E. Stevenof
team
a
of
drawn
number
er's
a
spanking
and
had
by
was
a
trap,
widower,
ten
or
It
believed
Is
eight
Kansas City, July 6. The talk among the hospitals,
returned yesterday, bringing with him
son, of Illinois, for the vice presidency.
;
Pavement Making.
He!, received, over 1,000 an- grays, driven by R. M. Hardinge. and
children,
his assay outfit, and as soon as he can
delegates Is that the tide Is setting very may possibly die. ; ,
PLATFORM TINKERING.
was one from occupied by Misses Palen, Staab and II- them
andswers,
among
James
of
McCorrlston,
Albuquerque, secure suitable quarters will put In a
Stevenson for the vice
ve
The
much
attention.
woman
In
Troops toXeturn from Cuba.
attracted
The committee on platform did not re- strongly toward
The
feld,
who has the paving contract at the capRincon, this territory.
larger and more complete testing plant
convene
Washington, July 6. Orders were is her letter said that she was the owner hicle was hidden beneath a mass of itol, commenced work thereon
until II o'clock. It had presidency.'1' The Towne candidacy
head sued y
made
have
than before, establishing here his perto
much,
seemed
not
to
United
Inch
the
return
for
and
to
the
was
decided
an
every
vigil. It
of a ranch. An El Paso woman also an evergreen and flowers,
He will lay 6,f00 square feet of cement
although- his friends say the 16 to States from Cuba as soon as- - possible swered the
suc of the harness was covered. with pink paving, "lavement is a matter or eau- manent headquarters. Mr. McFa.lane
the
present Its report to the convention at tway,
advertisement,
but,
declaration Is. bound to help him, and of the 2d, 6th and 3th
4 p. m. The delay Is due to a number of
a silk, making a very artistic effect. Man cation," said he. "Santa Fe needs It devoted much of his time last winter to
regiments of In cessful candidate for;, marriage-..was
.
study of the geological formation of
verbal changes being made in the draft may nominate him.
woman living near New York, although ager- Sparks, of the water works, and and may get around to it before long
fantry.
the Santa Fe range, and he expresses
A DEMOCRATIC SIDESHOW.
was
which
a
offered
drove
of the report. The committee has
had
also
woman
carriage
and Inaugurate a regular paving boom, himself as
a Galveston, Tex.,
family,
satisfied that a golden future
Kansas City, July 6. When the sil
.
changed the order of the presentation
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convention
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MONEY AND METAL.
here. But talk about paving, El Paso the
development of the mineral depos
New York, July 5. Money on call
of Imperialism in the front place, mak- called to order by Temporary Chairman
awarded: First, a silver tea set to Mr. takes the bun. There Is a live city of
subcommittee firm at 8 per cent. Prime mercantile
round an Old Belie
for Hank Fischer; second, a 20,000 population, and not ten yards of its in this vicinity.
ing It the paramount issue. It says: Teller this morning the
Harding
Hidden behind a pile of "rocks and Bohemian glass and sliver fruit Jar to modern pavement In the place. Strange,
silver, oi x Lead,
V'Whlle other Issues are vital, the ques appointed at the meeting of the com paper, 3
GOLDEI HAPPEJIIGS.
rusted by long exposure to the ele Mrs. WienUte's little daughters, who isn't it? But as I said, pavement Is a
tion of imperialism strikes at the very mittee on resolutions last night to draw $3.90.
GRAIN.
x
up a platform was still far from an
ments, an old muzzle loading rifle of 58 pulled a flower cart of their own deco matter of education."
existence of the republic."
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New Mexico under a territorial form of
government. Yes, New Mexico is vitally interested, and If it had an electoral
vote it would be cast for McKinley and
Roosevelt.

Santa Fe
THE NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING

CO.

The Rocky Mountain News pi dirts
(

Entered as Second-Clas- s
the Santa Fe Postoffice.

will rull in
matter at that Colorado farmers to
the good
wealth ihls fall owing
prices they will receive for their wheat

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
t .25
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00
Daily, per month, by mall
2.00
Daily, three months, by mail
4.00
Daily, six months, by mail
7.60
Daily, one year, by mail
26
Weekly, per month
.75
Weekly, per quarter
v... 100
Weekly, six months
2.00
Weekly, per year

and yet the Rocky Mountain News
dares to preach free silver and calamity to those same farmers. It seems incomprehensible that farmers who will
roll in wealth can vote for Bryan and
free silver. Colorado is just about getting on its feet financially and otherwise, and the greatest calamity that
could occur to it would be the election
It
of the Bryan ticket in Novembei.
would feel the result of the disasters
that would follow more keenly than perThe New Mexican is the oldest newshaps any other state, for it depends
paper in New Mexico. It is sent to ev- considerably for its growth upon forery postofflce In the territory, and has a eign capital and the tourist business,
large and growing circulation among which during the present administrathe intelligent and progressive people of tion has
brought more prosperity and
the southwest.
growth to Colorado than the state has
enjoyed at any other time since it
ADVERTISING SATES.
a part of the Union.
Wanted One cent a word each insertion.
The national wall paper trust has
Local Ten cents per line each
gone out of business simply because it
did not pay. The reasons given for the
Reading local Preferred position
failure of the wall paper trust are more
insere
each
cents per line
Twenty-flvor less operative against all other
tion.
trusts, and will finally cause their failDisplayed Two dollars an inch, sin- ure. They are given by President Hen
gle column, per month in Daily. One ry Burn, of the trust, as follows:
dollar an inch, single column, in cither
"Although the company has now been
English or Spanish Weekly.
in existence for eight years and has
Additional prices and particulars giv- done
large business, its profits have not
en on receipt of a copy of matter-t-o be been commensurate
with expectation of
inserted.
stockholders, due to the fact that its
existence has to such an extent simulated competition that the number of
THURSDAY, JULY 5.
plants engaged in the manufacture of
wall paper has In that period doubled.
It has also been demonstrated that the
manufacture of wall paper involves ele
ments of so peculiar a nature that it
cannot be as successfully conducted
through the .medium of combination as
isolated
and
through independent
plants. Individual taste and personality of manufacture play an important
part, which In a combination consisting of a number of plants are apt to be
overlooked."
New Mexico is Being Robbed.

For President,

william Mckinley.'

For Vice President,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
We favor home rule for and early ad
mission to statehood of the territories
of New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma.
National Republican Platform.
A German

has solved the a.rshlp

problem. Count von Zeppeln and four
companions covered a chosen course of
miles in their airship with
thirty-fiv- e
out a mishap, and their experiment has
been proHounced a success by sclen
tists. The automobile will now have to
look to Its laurels.

Thus far there are eleven candidates
for the presidency in the field, and if
.
the gold Democrats and the
riallsts decide to nominate candidates
there will be thirteen men striving for
that high honor. It will be an unlucky
thirteen, for only one of them can be
elected, and it is already a foregone
conclusion who the winner will be.
antl-lmpe-

Hoboken should have several first
class funerals in which the tugboat captains who beat off drowning men and
women because they had no money,
should be the principals. Lynchings are
not justifiable by law, but there would
be very little mourning if those captains were accidentally found dangling
from the derricks on the Hoboken piers.
The British consul at Manila warns
young men without means from going
to the Philippines. It is not a poor
man's country. There is very little
chance for a poor man without an edu
cation in Spanish to find lucrative em
ployment. The trades are absorbed by
the Chinese. Climatic conditions are
against the display of energy, and the
Chinese do all the work of the islands,
and do it so cheaply that the American
workmen has no chance in competing
with them.

Suppose a party of vandals from New
Mexico were to go to Philadelphii and
were to carry away Independence hall,
stone by stone, relic by relic, until even
the historic Independence bell ha i disappeared and had found a placj In
some private cabinet or second-rat- e
museum. Suppose the Bunker Hill monument and Faneuil hall at Boston Were
treated the same way. Suppose the
Germans would go to Stratford-o- n
Avon and would carry away the Shak
speare home or go to London to carry
away the old tower, with all its relics,
The cry of indignation that would go up
from those localities would be followed
swiftly by action, action so decisive and
'sweeping as to place those monuments
and remains beyond the hands of van
dais for all time to come. Yet, in New
Mexico, openly and before the eyes of
the people, monuments and relics much
more Interesting and far more ancient
are being carried away to all parts of
the globe; they are made an object of
barter, and New Mexico is despoiled of
the features that make It the most
unique of the commonwealths in the
Union. And what is New Mexico doing
to' prevent this robbery? A few voices
of protest are just loud enough to warn
to the robbers of relics that it is time
to make haste in carrying away their
spoils lest public opinion be arouse I and
they be driven out of the territory. The
time for New Mexico to act dare not be
put off much longer If a single ruin Is
to be saved, If a single relic is to be pre
served, if the robbery going on lr. the
canons among the cliff dwellings is not
to be completed and the last vestige of
the prehistoric remains be removed
from the territory and other states di
vide among themselves the glory which
should be that of New Mexico alone.
'

The Status ot the New Possessions.

While the Republican platform is si
lent as to the status of the new island
possessions of the United States, yet
there can be no doubt as to the position
of the Republican party in reference to
those islands. Nor will there be any
backwardness on the part of Republic
ans during the campaign in expressing
their views on this question, and argu
Most of the Democratic leaders of the
ing that congress can enact one tariff
to
territory, according
recently pub law for the Philippines or Porto Rico
ltshed opinions, are in favor of a. short
and a different law for the United
campaign in the territory this fall. States. Seth
Low, at the Republican
They do not care to have the territorial ratification
meeting held in New York
convention held much before the end of
City, clearly defined the Republican poSeptember. The reasons given ara very sition. He
quoted the assertion of the
camconvincing. One is that a long
Democrats that "the constitution fol
paign costs money, and the other that lows the flag," and then said:
the Democrats should see first what the "If
they mean by this that wherever
Republicans are going to do. The latter men like William
McKinley and Theoreason is very characteristic of the
dore Roosevelt follow the flag, though
In
New
not
Democratic party,
only
they follow it wherever It may lead, as
Mexico, but throughout the country, men may follow the
bright vision of
The party never leads; It simply exists
and of truth, there the spirit of
to be "ferninst" whatever the Republic beauty
the constitution goes with them, with
ans may determine to do.
all that the constitution means ot free
Talk about bosses! Colonel Bryan is speech, free schools, freedom of wor
the most domineering of them all. He ship, freedom of opportunity and equalsaid to the Kansas City convention, you ity before the law, then the Republican
must adopt a platform containing spe- party has no objection to this watchcific reference to 16 to 1 or else 1 will word. But If they mean by It that the
not run. He gave the convention to un- United States, as a sovereign ration,
derstand that such and such a man has no right to hold possessions sepamust be nominated for vice president. rated by water from this continent, exHe arranged all the details of the gath- cept, for instance, upon the condition
ering, and all the leaders went to him that It shall extend the tariff of the
for pointers and instructions. ' In fact, most highly developed industrial people
there was no necessity of holding a na- of the world to the Inhabitants of dis
tional convention at all. Everything tant Islands whose civilization is abso
was cut and dried beforehand, and the lutely different from ours, then the Re
delegates could only say yes and amen publican party takes open Issue with
to every proposition that the leaders In- this shibboleth."
Mr. Low advises the Democrats toj
sisted upon. Surely, the Democratic
n
party Is the most
party In read the chapters in Bryce's "American
Commonwealth" upon the expansion of
the history of this nation.
the constitution by interpretation and
New Mexico has a great Interest at by usage. He assures them that if they
stake In the presidential election, al- will do that "they will understand the
though It has no electoral vote. In fact, confidence of the Republicans that the
It has a greater Interest In the result grasp of the constitution upon the pres
than any of the states. President Mc- - ent situation Is not the grip of the dead
means the reten- hand," The Democrats will not take
Klnley's
tion of the present efficient and eco- this advice. They will continue to argue
nomical territorial ' administration; it that the constitution extends over Porto
means good prices for wool; It means Rlpo as completely as over Illinois.
capital coming into New Mexico for Its They will be shy about making that
development; It means prosperity and claim as regards the Philippines, howgrowth. The election of Colonel Bryan ever, though the United States holds
would mean putting the territory Into them by the same title as It does Porto
the hands of Democratic federal off- Rico. As for the Republicans, they will
icials, with all their former unsavory continue to argue confident that the
record of extravagance and misgovern-men- t. supreme court will so decide ultimately
It would mean lower prlcs for that the constitution Is not now operwool; It would mean stagnation In busi- ative "ex proprio vlgore" In either of
ness and the continued thraldom of those possessions.
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McKINLEY'S APPROVAL.
(San Marcial Bee.)
The New Mexico delegation to the
Republican national convention called
at the white house, mid those who were
stranger to the president were Introduced by Governor Otero. The handshaking was of the earnest kind, and it
was made plain to the visitors that
President McKinley is greatly interested in this territory and its people, and
quite in accord with the sensible ad- MINING BLANKS, IN CONFORMITY
TO THE UNITED STATES AND
ministration of affairs in the territory
TERRITORIAL LAWS.
by Governor Otero. It is a real pleasure
Amended location notice.
to anticipate both statesmen succeedAgreement of publisher.
ing themselves in office.
Proof of labor.
Lode mining location.
NEW MEXICO'S BEST FRIEND.
Placer mining location.
(Rio Grande Republican.)
It is reported that Mr. Roosevelt Title bond to mining property.
called on the New Mexico delegation Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
soon after the convention and ex
erty.
pressed himself as favorable to New Mining deed.
himMexico statehood, and committed
Mining lease.
self to an earnest endeavor on his part Coal declaratory statement.
to bring it about. In the Republican Notice of right to water.
nominee for vice president New Mexico Forfeiture notices or publishing out
has an avowed supporter and an earn
notice.
est advocate. There is no question as to
STOCK
BLANKS, CONFORM TO THE
where our convictions should extend,
ESTABLISHED
REGULATION
Unfortunately, our vote does not count,
BY CATTLE SANITARY
Nevertheless, New Mexico should be for
BOARD.
McKinley and Roosevelt.
Bill of sale, animals not bearing vend
NEW MEXICO INTERESTED.
or's recorded brand.
Bill of sale, animals bearing vendor's
(Albuquerque Citizen.)
recorded brand.
While New Mexico cannot vote for
President McKinley, the people of the Certificate of brand.
territory are vitally interested in hn Bill of sale, range delivery.
election. Republican success next f,!l Authority to gather, drive and handle
means prosperity for New Mexico .'or at
animals bearing owner's recorded
least four years more. The tariff on
brand.
wool will not be tinkered with if Mc JUSTICE OF THE PEACE BLANKS.
Kinley is elected. Bryan is a free tiad Auto de arresto.
er and opposed to a tariff on wool. His Auto de prison.
election would mean the ruin of the Appeal bond.
sheep and wool industry in this terrl Appeal bond, criminal.
t.ory. If President McKinley is
Appearance bond.
ed business enterprises
will flourish, Bond to keep the peace.
new railroads will be built, and during Declaration Jurada.
his second term of office New Mexico Fianza para guardar la pas.
would be admitted to statehood. The Forcible entry and detainer, summons.
president is friendly to this territory, Bond replevin.
and Governor Roosevelt is enthusiastic Replevin writ.
in praise of the land that furnished the Replevin affidavit
majority of his rough rider regiment Peace proceedings, complaint.
There is no enthusiasm in this territory Warrant.
for Mr. Bryan, and his election would Commitment, J. P.
be considered a serious calamity to the Attachment affidavit.
whole country. The people admire Bry
Attachment bond.
un's theatrical ability, and would turn Attachment writ.
out en masse to hear him play Othello Attachment, summons as garnishee.
or deliver a 16 to 1 silver address, but
they do not want him to be president of
the United States.
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MONTEZUMA LODQ15,
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
cated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
Regular communicamiles west ot
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
tion first Monday in each
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe,
month at Masonic Hall
and about twelve miles from Barranca
at 7:30 p. m.
on
Grande
the Denver & Rio
Station,
W. S. HARROUN,
Railway, from which point a daily line
W. M. '
use:
of stages run to the Springs. The tem
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
perature of these waters is from 90 to
Execution, forcible entry and detainer. 122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. "Al
titude, 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and
Subpoena.
SANTA FE CHAPTER, No.
delightful the year round. There Is now
Capias complaint.
1, R. A. M. Regular cona commodious hotel for the convenience
Search warrant.
vocation second Monday In
of Invalids and tourists. These waters
Execution.
each month at Masonic Hall
contain 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts
Justices' summons.
at 7:30 p. m.
to the gallon,- - being the richest alkaline
MISCELLANEOUS.
MARCUS ELDODT, H. P..
"
Hot Springs In the world. The efficacy
Bond for deed.
of these waters has been thoroughly
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Bond, general form.
tested by the miraculous cures attested
Bond of indemnity.
to In the following diseases: Paralysis,
record.
Notary's
SANTA FE COMMANDERY
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Promissory notes.
No. 1, K. T. Regular conMalaria, Bright's Disease of the Kid
Certificate of marriage.
clave fourth Monday In each
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AffecOfficial bond.
month at Masonic Hall at
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Letters of guardianship.
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board, 7:30 p. m. S. G. CARTWRIGHT, E. C.
Administrator's bond and oath.
Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day; $14
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.
Declaration In assumpsit.
"
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Declaration In assumpsit on note.
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
Sheriff's sale.
train upon request. This resort is atO. O.
Satisfaction of mortgage.
tractive at all seasons, and Is open all
Assignment of mortgage.
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente can
Application for license.
LODGE. No. 3, I. O. O. F.,
leave Santa Fe at 10:08 a. m. and reach AZTLAN
Lease.
meets
every
Friday evening in Odd
Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m. the same day.
Bargain and Sale Deed.
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Vis
round
from
Fe
for
the
Fare
Santa
trip
Lease on personal property.
to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further partic iting brothers welcome.
Appplication for license, game and
L. M. BROWN, N. G.
.
ulars, address
gaming table.
JOHN C. SEARS, Secretary.
Chattel mortgage.
Power of attorney.
Acknowledgment.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. 8,
Mortgage deeds.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
Option.
the second and fourth Tuesday of each
Notice ci protest.
Proprietor. month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
isotarles' notice of publication.
patriarchs welcome.
and
oath.
Guardian's bond
N. M- Taos
Co.,
W. M. H. WOODWARD, CP.
Ojo
Caliente,
Warranty deeds.
J. E. HAINES, Scribe.
Quit claim deeds.
Sheriff's flexible cover pocket docket.
The El Paso & Northeastern
Receipt books.
MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No. 9,
AND
and
M.
Laws of N.
Spanish
English
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first and
Alamogordo & Sacramento third Tuesday of each month at Odd
N. M. Supreme Court Reports.
Pattlson's Forms of Pleadings and
Mountain Ry.
Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisPractice.
TIME TABLE NO. 6.
ters welcome.
SPANISH BLANKS.
MRS. ALLIE BROWN, N. G.
(Mountain Time.)
10:30 a. m,
Contrato de partldo.
Train leaves El Paso
MISS SALLIE VAN ARSDELL, Sec.
2:30 p. m.
Arrives Alamogordo
Notas obllgaclones.
8:30 p.m.
Arrives Capltan
Escrltura de Renunclon.
jp.
8:45 a. m.
Documento Gai'antlzado.
Trains leaves Capltan
2:00 p.m.
Arrives Alamogordo
Hipoteca de blenes muebles.
7:00 p. m, SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of P.
Documento garantlzado extenza forma Arrives El Paso
Documento de hipoteca.
Regular meeting every Tuesday even(Dally except Sunday.)
Trains run via Jarilla, the Great Gold ing at 7:30 o'clock at Castle hall. Visitand Copper Camp, on Tuesdays and ing knights given a cordial welcome.
DAVHJ M. WHITE. C. C.
Fridays.
Our blanks can also be bought of S. E. Newcomer,
'
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S.
Trains leave Alamogordo for Tobog
gan, on the summit of the Sacramento,
Albuquerque; J. Ross Forsythe, Cerrillos; Aragon
twice a day.
Bros., Alamogordo.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
A.. O. TJ.
At Tularosa For Mescalero Indian
MADE KNOWN ON
Agency and Sah Andreas mining re GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.,
gion.
second and fourth
meets every
At Carrlzosa For White Oaks, Jlca- - Wednesdays at 8 p. m.
' W. S.
rlllas, Galllnas and surrounding coun
HARROUN, M. W.
try.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
At Walnut For Nogal.
At Capltan For Fort Stanton Sanl
tarlum, Gray, Lincoln, Richardson, Ru
Idosa and Bonito country.
At Toboggan For Pine Springs, Elk, SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P. O.
Weed, Upper Penasco, Penasco and the
;E., holds Its regular sessions on the
entire Sacramento mountain region,
second and fourth Wednesdays of each
years the leading national family
Forlnearly
For Information of any kind regard' month. Visiting brothers are Invited
Ing the railroads or the country adja and welcome.
J. A. MASSIE, E. R.
newspaper for progressive farmers
cent thereto, call on or write to
ST. J. HELM, Secretary.
A. S. GREIG,
and villagers.
General Superintendent and Traffic
An old, stanch, tried and true friend of the Amelcan people, from the AtAlamogordo, N. M.
Manager,
lantic to the Pacific, and the pioneer In every movement calculated to advance
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
the Interests and Increase the prosperity of country people In every state In H. ALEXANDER, Asst. Gen. F. and
P. Agent,
Alamogordo, N. M.
the Union.
'
Or F. E. MORR1SS, Agtnt, El Paso,
For over half a century farmers have followed Its Instructions In raising
Law.
Attoi neys
their crops, and In converting them Into cash have been guided by Its market Texas.
reports, which have been national authority.
MAX. FROST,
If you are Interested In "Science an d Mechanics" that department will
at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.
Attorney
old
and
"Fashion
entertain
will
Stories"
young.
Instruct.
and
"Short
please
BY THE
Illustrations"
Articles" will catch the fancy of the ladles, and "Humorous
arid Items will bring sunshine to jour household.
Attorney at law. Will practice in all
territorial courts. East Las Vegas, W.M.
Y
NEW YORK
TRIBUNE,

plete stock o. lank legal
forms in conformity with
the laws of New Mexico,
and the following is a partial list of those in general

BLANKS

Josepn

1

,

ie.

THE COCHITI ROAD.
.)
(Albuquerque
The Railway Age of the 22d has the
following announcement among its no
tices of new roads:
"Cochiti & Northwestern.
Bonds to
the amount of $1,500,000 have been Is
sued and turned over to the Chemical
National Bank of New York for the
purchasers. It is expected to begin work
on the road from near Thornton
to
Bland, N. M., twenty-fiv- e
miles, with
fifteen miles of branches, within thirty
days, and to complete the line this year.
J. H. Purdy, president, Thornton, New
Mexico."
The fact stated in the foregoing Item
has already been given to the public by
,.
the
and we copy this
merely to show the reader that our
statement was not based upon Idle rumor. The Railway Age is accepted by
railway men in all parts of the country
as the most reliable authority, and It
makes no assertions on the strength of
floating rumors.
The road referred to, though only a
very short line, comparatively, w!ll be
one of much value to Albuquerque, be
cause it will give us direct rail to Bland,
and the Cochiti country, during the
present season, making the two towns
not more than three hours apart, and
the branch up Peralta canon, and over
to Jemez, will probably be open for
Published Monday, Wednesday and Friday- travel next spring, thus enabling the
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE Is "The People's Paper" for the entire Un :f-visitor, if so disposed, to go to the fa
mous springs in the morning and come States, and contains all Important news of the Nation and World.
back to the city in the evening. The
s
Regular subscription price $1.00 per year, but we furnish It
new road will open up a quite extensive
for $2.00
New Mexican Review I
And
district which is now totally devoid of
railway communication In any iMrec-tioa
week for busy
news
A complete,
times
paper three
dally
and the trade of the section, which
who receive their mall oftener than once a week. Contains all striking news
is already important and is growing
features of THE DAILY TRIBUNE up to hour of going to press: and lspro
rapidly, will be turned at once to this fusely Illustrated.
point.
Regular subscription price $1.50 per year, but we furnish It.
There are a good many bigger roads
in the country which would be of less
And The New Mexican Review for Tyear
$2.50
value to Albuquerque than the Cochiti
& Northwestern.
New Mexican Publishing Co.
Send all orders to
Journal-Democrat-

F.

I.

of

W.

APPLICATION.

PRICES

s. i. o. Eis:a

Tribune

ftfew York Weekly
sixty

Journal-Democrat-

at

MEXICAN
CENTRAL
RAILWAY

TRI-WEEKL-

the

year

the

R.J.

HVHN
Com'l Agt. El Paso, Tex

Charles V. Dudrow,
GOAL, LUMBER, FEED,

Greatest of All
' " Every one

PECCS VALLEY

in San Antonio, Texas, Bays
Remedy is the greatest

rough and finished lumber; Texas floor
Ing at lowest market price: windows and doors

1 leaves Carlsbad at 2.20 p.
Arrives at Roswell at 5:50 p. m,
Amarillo, 4:50 a. m., connecting with
the A., T. & S. F. and the Colors io and
;
Southern.
Train No. 2 leaves Amarillo dally at
10:50 p. m. Arrives at Roswell at 8:40
a. m.; Cailsbad at 12:35 p. m. r
Train No. 6 leaves Carlsbad at 7 a. m.
Arrives at Pecos at 11:05 a. m.
Train No. 3 (mixed) dally, leaves Ros
well at 7:25 a. m. 'Arrives at Amarillo
at 7:66 p. m.
Train No, 4 (mixed) dally, leaves
Amarillo at 7 a. m. Arrives at Portales
at 2:25 p. m., and at Roswell at 7:S" p.m.
Stages for Lincoln. White Oaks and
Nopal, N. M., leave Roswell, N M.,
daily except Sunday at 7 a. m.
ror low rates, ior information reeard
Ine the resources of thin v&llnv. erlnai.
i miius, etc., aaaress
,

THE NEW MEXICO

institute

Military

boss-ridde-

n

will ue

B

COnstUM
'

Sold t SM., too. and f l a bottle, throughout the Units
Stab and Canada and In England, at Is, ed,, M ad.
. ed. . If you are not
utlinnl after
mtun tni
bottle to your drngglit and get your burins,baok.
niouey
We authorize the above
guarantee,
W H. BOOKER Jt CO., Proprletori, Neu rot

Fischer's Drug Store.

S. W. MAKTZHDSLL,
. CHn. Frt and Pass
Afant,
AnariUoTes.. and XLoswell, R. M.

rilEMILITABY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTAHI.IB1IE4
AND SirPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.
Five Teachers (Men), and Matron. Accommodations (or. 200 Students.
'New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complain;
.,
all cooveolencei. .
baths,'

tfotloe for Publication.

i

steam-neste-

Tuition,

water-works-

boM-rf-

and laundry, 9H per session.

;

Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each.
resort, 3,700 feet above soa level;

,

fiic iiviunr.

BoaweU,M.H
.

in the throat and bronchial tubes and lungs
It soothes and heals the irritated tissues,
loosens up the phlegm and mucus in tin
Dreaming passages, quiets the nerves, invla
.
u,,u awiso
VUMgll
ing. My advice to parents is to always keep
eairgunruG.unuiiisi croup,
(signed)
F. Zimmerman, San Antonio,
Tex.

naou
General Xasmfsr,

'U.K.

Roswell. New Mexico.

vVOftT.q

1

,

Roswell Is a noted tinaitl '
'
excellent people.
.. , .;

. S. Hamilton, stoswt'll
J. C. Lea Roswell.
Charles Wllsoev Roswell,
. Vf .x
iH.'J0jstflMa, Edoy. "; ,
:.".'.
Bwrticiilura address)

NalhMBoswll,

,.

K

JAB O

.

Mi A. DORS
upeiimetinuni

"

Homestead Entry No!
LASDOmca atSamt Pa, N. H, )
July i.K00.f
KottM 1. hfltsby vlvan Mit tha followliur.
Darned aattla hu firad tioiina nf bl. intenfttnti
to make final proof In support ot his olaira,
and that laid proof will be made before the
at sonta ire, how MexKegimar or neeeiver
ico, on Aumiat 11. 1900. vim I J Antonln A nulla
for the w M ne K. nw K ie , e U iw h.nte
..

.

n.tpln.rte,
tiitmM fchf, fnllnwlyiv
-

,

.

;,t..i

UimMai t n mmmm
nai continuous raaraenoe upon ana cultivation of said land, vis:
Bentnra Analla, Fermin Padllla, Tomes
Montoya, Lull Chaves, all of Oallsteo. N. U.
.
:r
Uamubx, K. OTBVO,
-

MM

R. C. GORTNER,
Attorney at Law. District attorney far
the- first judicial district, countit s of
Santa Fe, San Juan, Rio Arriba and
Taos.. Practices in all courts of the territory. Offices in the Masonic building
and Court House, Santa Fe, N. M.
-

Insurance.

Time)

Train No.

-

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Lane)
and mining business a specialty.

RY

m.

All kinds of

imng ever put up ior cougns,
colds, asthma, bronchitis,
croup and consumption. I
have been using it over four

& NORTHEASTERN

(Central

AND GENERAL TRANSFER.

that Acker's English

a
for nil fnrmi nf ihmnt
ii vi
vruk a ta
niuga iron
bies, and have ret to come across
case
Where it failed. We have four little ones in
our iamuy, ana neither my wife nor I have
OVDP I riot a tit ffti fa bIaak knnin.
fiL.
plea among the children. I guess that is more
than anv other familv mn anv a nW
TOnrrlluh PomnHviatnot noo affiruitino
"v"" "j "j uoi cucvtiTc iui grown
the young. It seems to gi
up people as for

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. OfBa
In the Capitol.

you can teach the
very heart : f Mexico,
The MextcsD Central
Railway Is standard
gauge throi 'ghout and
conven
offers all
lences c! nt dern rail
way travel.. T?or rates
and further Informs- tlon address

at

A Pretty Booklet.
The New Mexican is in receipt of an
artistic booklet Issued by the passenger
department of the Santa Fe railroad.
It tolls In 12 eloquent full page pictures
of the comforts and advantages of the
tourist sleepers which have become a
popular feature of the through trains
of the Santa Fe railroad.
The cover of
the booklet Is an artistic conception In
green, yenow, gray ana olive tints.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Collections
searching titles a specialty.
Office In Griffin Block.

m

,

Betister.

S. E. LANKARD,

Insurance Agent. Office, Catron Block,
east side of Plaza. Represents the larg-

est companies doing business In the territory of New Mexico, In both life, fire
and accident insurance.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS AND NO.
TARY PUBLICS. V,,., ,

.R. L. BACA.
Real estate agent and notary public
Expert translator from Spanish to Ens;,
llsh and from English to Spanish. Type
writing done correctly and neatly. ON
flee; Prince block, Palace avenue, Santa
.:
, ,
Fe N. M.
DMTiaTsV
D. W. MANLEY.
Dentist.: Office, Southwest Comer of
Plaza, over Fischer's Drug Store.
, .
Cheap Summer Kates Via B. k K, O.
The following rates are authorised for
the season of 1900: Santa Fe to Denver
and return, 128.50: to Colorado Springs.
$2lS5; to Pueblo, I20.0B. Tickets limited
to continuous passage lit .each direction.
Final limit for return', .November IS,
'J
1900.
T.J. HELM,
v General Agent.
,

CO,-

Engraved oards de visits can be
Oremptly and cheaply procured in Hie
very larteat and most elegant style at
Ui New lfxtean printing offlo.

WHAT OUR FLAG STANDS FOR.
The Summer Paradox.
Feminine Intuition.
If a medal were
Wherever the American flag Is raised CHINCH BUGS
Freddie What's a watering place
awarded for the
Mistress Jane, you may clear away
In token of sovereignty, it stands for
most perfect tem- the breakfast dishes and put the house dad?
I perance medicine
and
Cobwlggor A resort where tbey drink
in order. I am going to my dressmaker's
liberty, independence
equality,
for famto have a new gown tit tea.
What our flag is to the nation, Hostet- everything out water. Judge.
prepared
Are
Bean
the
Badly Damaging
ily use it would
Jane Yes, ma'am. Are you going to It has been demonstrated
ter's Stomach Bitters is to the Individ They
i
by experi
be take your latch key, or shall I sit up for
undoubtedly
ual, inasmuch as It not only gives you
Crop in Western San Miguel
IWHISIrtlSYI fiven
ence that consumption can be prevent
to Doctor yonv Uhlcago Mews.
freedom from your ailments, but pro
ed by the early use of One Minute
Golden
County,
tects your system In such a manner
For burns, injuries, piles and skin dis Cough Cure. This Is the favorite reme
Medical Discovthat they cannot return. When your
ery. This medi eases use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. dy for coughs, colds, croup, asthma,
stomach gets out of order, causing you UNUSUALLY WARM
cine wnich is It is
Counterfeits may be grippe and all throat and lung troubles.
WEATHER
to belch after eating, or when you are
entirely
offered. Use only DeWitt's. Ireland's Cures quickly. Ireland's Pharmacy.
nonc
non
and
so nervous that you toss about all night
Pharmacy.
unable to sleep, you should certainly
narcotic, proHighly Recommended.
Are Ripening Rapidly in All Parts
duces
actual
Juvenile Foresight.
I am afraid, said the dashing sou
try it, because it will strengthen your drops
instead
strength,
brette, that you have made this bathing
of New Mexico The Second Orop
stomach, steady your nerves, and In
Sammy, where did you get that ice?
of the simulated
suit a trine too large.
Th' iceman gimme it
duce sound healthy sleep, and for lndl
of Alfalfa is Now Being .
strength which re
lint inadanie! cried the modiste, It
Isn't it too cool a day for you to be
suits from the use
gestlon, constipation and biliousness
will shrink beautifully.
Out,
Philadelphia
of "whiskey med eating Ice?
there is nothing to equal it. Rhf.uma,
P'raps; but inebbe he'll como along worm American.
icines," or nerve some
tism Is also counteracted by its direct
hot day an' won't gimme anv.
numbing narco
V
action on the kidneys.
(U. S. Department of Agriculture. New
Chicago Record.
A GOOD COUGH MEDICINE.
tics.
Mexico Section, Climate and Crop
The many and
thousands have been restored
Many
Everything in Its Place.
When
want
a
you
modern,
Bureau.
In
Service, Weather
remarkable cures
The Landlady What! You a
physic try Chamberlain's Stomach and to health and happiness by the use of
with the New Mexico Weath
eration
from
the
resulting
and cannot endure mint sauce?
Liver Tablets. They are easy to take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. If af
use of "Golden Medical Discovery"
er Service.)
J. he Colonel
There are things to be
flicted with any throat or lung trouble,
prove the soundness of Dr. Pierce's the and pleasant In effect. Price, 25 cents.
(Santa Fe, N. M., July 3, 1900.)
eat and things to be drunk, begging
give it a trial, for it is certain to prove
ot
tmtl
these
in
haste
and
at
free
store.
ory
Ireland's
days
hurry
was
The
Samples
week
characterized
drug
past
madam.
by the stomach is the common
your pardon,
Indianapolis
beneficial. Coughs that have resisted
breeding
rross.
unusually warm weather, with badly
IS THE
lace of disease. These cures also prove
Expedience,
all other treatment for years have
distributed showers. In the more moun S le soundness of Dr. Pierce's
BISMARCK'S IRON NERVE
Klobbs So Bjones has married his yielded to this remedy and perfect
reasoning
.
.
.
n .1
PLACE
...i.:v.
Was the result of his splendid health. tainous regions of the northern counties
deceased wife's sister.
health been restored. Cases that seemed
Slobbs Yes; he didn't want to take
Indomitable will and tremendous ener there were some good, heavy rains, ac stomach must be cured through the
FOR
the
climate
that
of
famous
hopeless,
"
gy are not found where Stomach, Liver, companled in some localities by hail, stomach." The Discoverv " is a merii. chances with a new mother-in-lahealth resorts failed to benefit, have
cine for the stomach and other organs of Philadelphia Record.
over
but
sections
central
and
southern
Kidneys and Bowels are out of order.
been permanently cured by Its use. For
ana nuinuon.
When the
If you want these qualities and the sue there occurred only light and scattered aigesnon
There are no better pills made than sale by A. C. Ireland.
is
stomach
blood
the
made
in
healthy
cess they bring, use Dr. King's New showers, and there is some complaint of the stomach is healthy, and sufficient in DeWitt's Little
Early Risers. Always
Life Pills. They develop every power of drouth. As a rule there is still sufficient quantity to nourish the nerves and prompt and certain. Ireland's
for
water
but
purposes,
irrigation
&
brain and body. Only 26c at Fischer
What Was Needed.
strengthen the system to resist or throw
western Grant county, and in somo sec off disease. Nature develops life, sus
Mother
Tj.'s drug store.
Perhaps the youna man
A Necessary Precaution.
tlons of the prairie country of the tains me ana preserves lite by nourish,
needs a little encouragement.
Ho Hope for Him,
tnent.
Vital
dlf.
failure
are
comes
much
Are
farmers
when
Wife
the
northeast,
you going to shave, dear?
having
daughter Yes, mamma. I wish you
Is there any hope? asked the pros Acuity in keeping water in the ditches. body is starved either from lack of food
Husband ies.
would keep out of sight more whtlo he
or
the
of
the
and
nu
neir.
inability
digestive
Wife
Just wait until I take the is here. Puck.
pective
The
with
tritive organs to extract the nourishment parrot out of the room. I don t want
Your ratherunusually high temperatures,
None, replied the physician.
cloudy weather, has forced vege, from the
food taken into the stomach her to learr, any bad language. New
poor uncle will recover. Philadelphia tat Ion, and
-crops have made rapid "Golden Medical
'
MAM FACTl REK OF- Jorth American.
Discovery " takes the York Journal.
CAN BE CUREDBY USING
DYSPEPSIA
growth. The second crop of alfalfa is obstacles from Nature's way so that she
ACKER'S
PREVENTED A TRAGEDY.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers aie fa
being cut in southern counties, and the can sustain uie Dy ner own methods.
Timely Information given Mrs. Gewge first crop is well secured in northern
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets assist the mous little pills for liver and bowel Dyspepsia Tablets. One little Tablet
action of "Golden Medical Discoverv." troubles. Never gripe. Ireland's Phar will give Immediate relief or money reLong, of New Straltsvllle, Ohio,
sections, with an almost unprecedented
vented a dreadful tragedy and saved yield. Wheat and oats are heading out
funded. Sold In handsome tin boxes at
macy.
25 cts.
two UVes. A frightful cough had long well In northern counties, while in the
FOHHD IT IMTERESTIHG.
Suburban Ups and Downs.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
kept her awake every night. She had south wheat harvest is well under way,
Our lawn mower burned with the
tried many remedies and doctors,, but and the crop 1b being secured under
A Pennsylvania Editor Who Liked the Gap barn.
steadily grew worse until urged to try very good conditions. In the higher
That was too bad.
ltol hdition,
Internal Evidence.
Dr. King's New Discovery. One bottle valleys of the north, although the days
I think so; the neighbor who lent It
I wish I knew what woman wrote this
(Bethlehem,
Pa.,
Times.)
cured
she
have
have
been
this
writes
and
the
her,
warm,
wholly
nights
quite
to us says we have got to pay for it.
The Times has received a copy of the
book.
marvelous medicine also cured Mr. been unusually cool, and gardens are
Chicago Record.
How do you know a woman wrote it
Long of a severe attack of Pneumonia. consequently somewhat backward.! In dedication edition of the Santa Fe New
Through Fast Freight
One Minute Cough Cure is the only at all?
Such cures are positive proof of the western San Miguel county beans are Mexican. This issue of June 6 contains
is so hideously masculine.
It's
style
ten
harmless
an
of
pages
remedy that produces immeenlarged size, and is
matchless merit of this grand remedy being badly damaged by chinch bugs,
diate results. Try it. Ireland's
for curing all throat, chest and lung Corn is making a particularly vigorous liberally illustrated with
To the Juvenile Mind
of the new territorial capttol
troubles. Only 60c and $1.00. Every bot- growth. In northern orchards the narger
Paw, said Tommy, I don't see why
tle guaranteed. Trial bottles free at fruits are maturing with promise; in the building, the portraits of the capltol re
A Woman's Reason.
they call It a Turkish bath.
southern valleys dally shipments of building board and with Illustrations of
Fischer & Co.'s drug store.
My husband loves me dearly,
Whv not?
many prominent buildings, private resl
and
a
plums
peaches,
early
Said
with
pears
apples,
wife,
knowing look;
Because all the Turks I've ever seen
The San Took a Hap.
How do I know? Well, because
are; being made. With few exceptions dences, churches and school buildings,
looked as if they never took a bath at
The sun, had disappeared behind a the
with
a
wood
cut
of
the
together
He
I
eats
quaint
cook.
are
ranges
all.
anything
furnishing good grazing,
small cloud and a low rumble of thunand all stock Interests are satisfactory, historic old palace. The latter revives
Chicago News.
der was heard.
memories
the
of
narrative
Interesting
A Graphic Statement.
Mamma, cried Bobby, the sun has In the extreme southwest, however, the of Kendall's Santa
Compromise Offered.
Fe expedition,,
gone to sleep, and just bear him snore, ranges have had little water, and there
Miss
Isn't
Shreek's voice painfully
She You ought to telephone when
work
Issued
in
the 60s, long
popular
,
drouth
some
loss
been
from
has
the
Judge.
you intend to bring some one home to
since out of print. The letter prss of sharp?
Shearing has begun in San Miguel
You
Yes.
flatten it out dinner, so I can be ready to receive
the New Mexican Is exceedingly inter. with a street couldn'tCleveland
During last May an Infant child of county.
roller.
Plain them.
our neighbor was suffering from cholThe following extracts from the re estlng, with every evidence of careful Dealer.
He Tell you what I'll do. I'll do so
era infantum. The doctors had given up
to
is
It
read
that
compilation.
pleasant
of correspondents show the condi
after this If you will promise to warn
The
holds
law
both
circu
all hopes of recovery. I took a bottle of ports
and
maker
more
contented
"a
well
me
attired
looking,
by telephone when you are going to
tions more in detail:
lator of a counterfeit equally guilty, have one of those pink-te- a
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diardoings, or
Bernalillo Brother Peter: The past and orderly crowd could not have been
rhoea" Remedy to the house, telling them
The
dealer
sells
who
a
whatever
you
dangerous
you call them, so I can stay
highly civil
week was a record breaker in heat. Al assembled in the
acPress.
counterfeit
of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel away. Indianapolis
I felt sure It would do good if used
AND
most dally afternoon showers on the ized states in the far east," recalling
Salve rlsksTour life to make a little
cording to directions. In two days' time Sandla mountains,
none here, the hazardous and daring accounts of
but
The
direct
through line from Arizona and New Mexico to all points
the child had fully recovered. The child Wheat, some of the oats, and tho sec. Kendall's time. However laborious the larger profit. You cannot trust him. De
Imaginary Colloquy.
in the north, east and southeast.
Low altitude. Perfect passenger
is
the
for
cure
Witt's
is now vigorous and healthy. I have ond
only
genuine
piles
of
this
It
task
must
I was so shocked, said the lady of
number,
editing
service. Through cars. No
Latest patern Pullman Buffet
crop of alfalfa are ready to cut,
an
See
skin
diseases.
recommended this remedy frequently,
and
that
your
embonpoint, that I thought I would
Handsome new chair cars, seats free. Speed, safety, com- "harvest" apples are ripe. High have been an agreeable one. Santa Fe dealer
sleepers.
Early
t
IreSalve.
Mrs.
to
fail.
sink through the floor!
and have never known it
gives you DeWitt's
an historic city, with
fort combined. For particulars address
est temperature, 100; lowest, 67; no rain Is
land's Pharmacy.
is a wonder, said the lady who
It
Curtis Baker, Bookwalter, O. Sold by
and
traditions,
Ac
interesting
stirring
S.
Carlsbad L. O. Fullen: Weather Is
F. Darb) snlro, W. F. P. A.,
R. W. Curtis, T. F. P. A.,
could have been easily recognized in an
A. C. Ireland.
El Paso, Texas.
El Paso, Teaa
Mutual Bliss.
hot, but not excessively dry. Crops are strongly contrasting with the new era
some
that
don't,
you
photograph,
of
G.
A.
E.
P.
and
educational
material
P.
&T.
TURNER,
progress
DALLAS, TEXAS.
in good condition. Cutting second crop
He kissed her suddenly.
What Her Last Word Would Be.
Press.
day!
Indianapolis
Well, Hike that? she cried.
I wonder what the Chinese empress of alfalfa; yield from a ton to a ton and advancement. The New Mexican, with
So do I, he answered calmly, and she
A Mean Man.
a half. Peaches abundant; heavy ship, the single exception of the Denver
would say If she had to quit Pekin.
Rocky Mountain News, Is the oldest pa let it go at that Roxbury Gazette.
I know what her last words would be. ments being made every day.
Shall I sing Because I Live You?
What?
asked Mrs. Darley, as she seated herself
Galllnas Springs Jas. E. Whltmore: per In that far western section. Now In
FREE OF CHARGE.
h
Is my hattee on stlalght? Cleveland Fine weather for grass and for growing Its
volume, It has ap
the piano.
adult suffering from a cold settled at No,
Any
Plain Dealer.
field
a
in
constantly widening
replied Mr. Darley, who Is a
crops. High winds shaking off fruit parently
on
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or
throat
breast,
bronchitis,
brute:
terIf you love me, don't sing.
STORY OF A SLAVE.
some, but abundance left. Highest tern Influence, as the population of the
lung troubles of any nature, who will Tld Bits.
Increases
and
with
young
ritory
thrifty
0.43.
To be bound hand and foot for years perature, 102; lowest,
call at Ireland's Drug Store will be pre
Geronimo JP S. Nelson, Jr.: Appar- emigrants, seeking new homes under sented with a
by the chains of disease is the worst
sample bottle of Bosch- the
favVed
skies
of
southwest.
the
far
form of, slavery. George D. Williams, ently they had 2 inches of rain in the
ee's German Syrup, free of charge. On
of Manchester, Mich., tells how such a mountains last Sunday, 24th ult., but
Time Doesn't Fly.
ly one bottle given to one person, and
slave was made free. He says: "My the water ran off before it had time to Casey faith', we hev one consolation
none to children without order from
Corn
soak
in.
is
has
I'm informed that married parents. No throat or lung remedy ev Rio
wife has been so helpless for five years
doing well; alfalfa
&
Flanagan.
men
live longer than bachelors.
that she could not turn over in bed been cut and stocked. Hot in the morn,
er had such a sale as Boschee's German
a
fallacy, me bboy
inanagan it's
alone. After using two bottles of Elec ings, cloudy in afternoons, and cold
AND
The time only seems longer to. thin Syrup In all parts of the civilized world.
trie Bitters, she is wonderfully im nights have been the rule.
Twenty years ago millions, of bottles
married. collier's Weekly, t
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Thornhlli:
to
own
J.
work."
do
First
able
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and
Vegas
proved
were given away, and your druggists
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
This supreme remedy for female dis cutting of alfalfa about over, with ex.
will tell you Its success was marvelous.
ineases quickly cures nervousness, sleep. cellent yield; harvest was somewhat
Time Table No. 59.
rt Is really the only Throat and Lung
You'll never have a hotter opportunity.
lessness, melancholy, headache, back- terrupted by the rains of the 23d and
The excursion rates offered by the Burlington Route are very
endorsed by physl- Remedy
generally
in
Dull
Pains
various
Headache,
(Effective May 13, 1(00.)
part
ache, fainting and dizzy spells. This 25th. Corn Is about 2 feet high; wheat of the
low, (one fare, plus 82.00, for the round trip,) and apply to pracbody, Sinking at the pit ot the lans. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
miracle working medicine Is a godsend and oats beginning to head. Ail other
every point this sldo of Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
tically
In
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all
value.
Sold
dealers
prove
by
Loss
of appetite. Feverishstomach,
n
St. Louis and Memphis.
to weak, sickly,
people. Every crops doing well. Grass' on the ranges ness,
flvillzed
countries.
SAST HOUND
wsst bound
Pimples or Sores are all positive
In effect July 12 and 20 and August 4.
bottle guaranteed. Only 60 cents. Sold is good, but still we need a good, steady evidences
No. 428.
Miles No. 425.
of Impure blood. No matter
Ask the local ticket agent about them or, If .you like, write us
4:25 pm
11:00am. .Lt. .Santa Fe..Ar..
rain. Irrigation ditches are full.
by Fischer & Co., druggists.
His Guess at It.
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for particulars.
MtSDLT .Kpanoln,.L.v..
Hobart W. H. Hough: Fruits, vege, how it became so, it must be purified
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Two trains a day from Denver to the East the Chicago Special
The Very Worst.
What does It mean, Tommy, the Sun 3:15
.1 :55 a m
p m..Lv.. B&rranoA..Lv..
tables and field crops doing well. A In order to obtain good health. Acker'r
at 4:00 p. m., and tho Vestibulod Flyer at 10:00 p. m.
Pledrat.Lv.. 90. .. 10:10a m
James, said she sleepily, don't you hear good rain the night of the 29th. Highest Blood Elixir has never failed to cure day school teacher asked, where it sayi 5:10pm..Lv.Trei
7:20 p m..L,y.... Antonlto.. Lv. .125. .. 8:05 a m
Scrofulous or Syphilitic poisons or any lhey rent their clothes?
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Highest temperature, 106;
Skates; they'll be better than nothing Santa Fe and Alamosa. Seats free.
Tommy (whispeilng) Say, Chlmmy, lowest, 80; rain, 0.08.
Off At Last
to walk In. Pa hasn't any , boots to
Through passengors from Santa Fe
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Have you ever loved before? she asked. spare.
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getting sufficient Irri- man. i ve naa tour raise starts. But
undersigned.
disease, go as 1 kin have some uv de fel- able difficulty
terms of ao annual payments with 7 per cent interest. Alfalfa, Grain and Fruit of all
T. J. HcLM, General Agent.
gation water for their crops. In some this Is a sure go now. Philadelphia obtaining all the natural dlgestants.
lers ter play wid. Judge.
kinds grow to perfection.
These have been combined in the pro
nuriu American.
Santa Fe. N. If
places the river is dry.
IT SAVED HIS LEG.
3 K. HoorB,Q.P A.,
portion found in the human body and
HEARTBURN.
P. A. Danforth, of La Grange, Ga.,
Santa Fe United States Weather Bu
Denver,-Colounited with substances that build up
When the quantity of food taken is the
suffered Intensely for six months with reau: Warm weather, with threatening
digestive organs, making a com
CrjOICE PRAIRIE OR lOUTAIJV GrAZIfJG LAfiDS.
a frightful running sore on Ills leg, but showers in afternoons. Field crops and too large or the quality too rich heart- pound called Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It
Well watered and with good shelter, interspersed with fine ranches suitable or
writes that Bucklen's Arnica Balve gardens making rapid growth. Oats Is burn Is likely to follow, and especially digests what you eat and allows all dyswholly cured It In ten days. For Ulcers, heading out well; corn looks green and so If the digestion has been weakened peptics to eat plenty of nourishing food
raising grain and fruits. In size of tracts to suit purchaser.
LARGE PASTURES FOR LEASE, for lone term of years, fenced or unfenced;
Eat slowly and not while the stomach troubles are being
vigorous. Cherries are ripening much by constipation.
shipping facilities over two railroads.
better than was expected after the too freely of easily digested food,
radically cured by the medicinal agents
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H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO.

Groceries,
Feed and
Crockery.

No. 4
BAKERY.
SOUTH SIDE
OF PLAZA.

HIGH GRADE TEAS AND COFFEES.
OUR OWN .lava and Mocha Blends, 1 lb and 2 tb tins, per It)
35e
OUR LEADER Java and Mocha, 3- - lb screw-tocans
l.oo
40
is
cent coffees.
Try this. It as good as most
CHASE & SAXHORN'S Seal Brand Java and Mocha, per lb
40c-ORLOFF FORMOSA OOLONG tea in tin foil packages, per tb
English Hreakfast, in tin foil, per tb
TOBACCO, CIGARS AND CIGARETTES
NO. 4 BAKERY.
We use Imperial flour in t'.ie
High grade smoking tobacco. Yale

Mixture, Cornell Mixture. Oriental
bakery because it makes the most
bread and the best bread. You also
Mixtnre, Salmagundi, California Nugcan make good bread il vou use it.
get, Periquil, Virginity, Mosburg's
Pickings, Etc , Etc.
sack, SI. 25.
During the hot weather we will give especial attention tc our Butter and
Eggs. We receive none but selected "firsts" eggs. Our Rocky Ford Butter
we receive by Express twice a week. Butter is usually shipped by freight,
but we prefer to lose the difference in price and supply our customers with
Fresh Butter.
f0-l- b

Potatoes, Hay, Grain, Feed, Flour
and Salt.
.
Car lots or less.

Fresh Fruits,
Fresh Vegetables,
Candy and Nuts.
Spring Chickens.

Table Wines!

OUR PLACE"
be found a full line of
imported wines for family trade.
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.
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lift!

Jaouoa, Tarn. , Wot. ft.
I wu nbject to miaosnteg for three yein ,
nd inBered constantly with btcksche. I wrote
to you for advice, and after neing three bottlee

well-fitte-

r

Urge Bottles for

$1.00

at Druggists.

iMia?iir fair teAiPimr!

The Largest

MINOR CITY TOPICS.
Uicycle chain lubricant 5 cents at
tioebel's.
The festive lire cracker is still in evi
dence today, but up to the hour of go
ing to press nobody bad been seriously

hurt.

The 4:10 south bound train leaves at
5:30 this evening to make connection
with Nos. 17 and 1, both of those main
line trains being late.
It was a glorious Fourth just the same
even the rain storm was a glorious thing
for the stock raisers, the farmers and
fruit growers of Santa Fe county.
There was a crowded house at Gray's
hall last night to take in the dance
given by the band boys. The dancing
and reveling lasted till 3 o clock tins
morning
The crowd of Independence day visit
ors is still in town, very few of them
having departed for their homes last
night, preferring to remain ana witness
the festivities booked to take place in
the plaza this afternoon.
The Mesa Golf Club's first social hop
at the Palace hotel Tuesday night
proved a pronounced social success
There were about 100 in attendanc?. The
refreshments were toothsome and the
music excellent for dancing.
Digneo Bros, finished up the Diaz con
crete pavement
laying 110 feet
as a starter on what, it is hoped, will be
continuous walk leading
a
from the plaza to the new capitol. This
morning John Digneo started fiv? men
for Tiena Amarilla, and he will follow
in a day or two to overhaul the Cath
olic church at that point.
W. A. Mason, Geo.
At the
Leighton, Albuquerque; A. M. Sandoval, Bernalillo; Marlon Satterwaite,
White Oaks; P. Gallegos, Manuel Galle-goPueblo; W. J. Wrenn, Albuquer
que; Abran Salazar, Chama; Jennie
Skeen, Lamy; W. A. Welty, Albuquer
que; Juan Ortiz, Galisteo; Rafael Gar
i'in, Ablquiu; Luis Trujillo, Albuquerque; Librado Valencia. Galisteo; Am- brosio Pino, Galisteo.
By a special order of Department Com
mandar John U. McFio Carleton Post
G. A. It. was duly authorized to install
Joseph A. Rov of Uopevllle, Hio
Arriba county, as a member of Carleton
Post. The ceremony was duly per
formed bv Commander J. P. Victory,
Mr. Rov was a soldier in the 00th Ohio
Vol's, and served from February 4, 1864
until August 1, 18bii.
At the Exchange: C. B. Sylvester,
Oerrillos; P. Franks, Espanola; E. A.
Turner, Madrid; D. Dorr and wife, At
buquerque; Charles Closson and faml
ly, Cerrillos; Mrs. Joseph Mackedon
and son, San Pedro; Francisco Lueero,
Alameda; H. A. Finney, Chicago; W. G.
Ashdown, Cerrillos; A. F. Kerr, John
Mafkedon, Cerrillos; Thomas Lamb,
Willis; Fred C. de Baca, Pena Blanca;
Richard Matthews and wife, San Pedro;
Preclliano Ortiz, Pena Blanca; H. C.
Ilamblln, Los Angeles; J. C. Basher,
Alamosa; Thomas C. Stevenson, Cleveland, O.; J. A. Ray, Hopewell; Antonio
Joseph, Jr., Ojq Callente; Clement
Hlghtower and family, Socorro.

'

results:
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2 Paid-uAssurance
3 Annuity for Life

-

p

-

The best
meal In the city at
the
0. 8. Weather Bureau Motes.
Forocast for New Mexico: Fair tonight; warmer in northern portion; fair
Friday.
Tuesday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 76
degrees, at 13:15 p. m.; minimum, 58 de
grees, at 0:00 a. m. The mean tempera'
tore for the 24 hours was 67 degrees;
mean daily humidity, 32 per cent.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 64
degrees, at 3:10 p. m.; minimum, 50 degrees, at 10:00 a. m. The mean tempera
ture for the 24 hours was 57 degrees;
mean daily humidity, 15 per cent; pre
clpitation, 1.70 Inches.' Temperature at
6:00 a. m. today, 49.
nt

Fifteen years ago Mr. Oeorge Gooderham, of Toronto, took out
Endowment Policy No. 289,421 for $100,000. in the Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the United States, paying an annual premium of $8,382. Now his policy has matured and shows, the following

$150,847
$210,000
$ 20.320

At the same time Mr. Ooodcrman took out a policy of the same
kind for the same' amount and with the same premium In another
company; the cash return on which was 15,000 lew. than on the
Equitable policy.
Here is what Mr. Gooderham says of his results:
"I have always been a strong advocate of Endowment Insur-- "
"ance, and about the time I took your policy for 8100,000 I placed"

"$400,000 of Endowment policies on my life In eight different com-- "
"panies. Of this amount $310,000 has already matured. I have"
."lived to see the result and to know what it means."
.

"These results realized by the Equitable are"
than any result"
"larger and more me
satisfactory
on any of my policies which"
"ever realized by
'have matured to date. I may say they are quite"
"satisfactory.and that no company has ever done"
"so well for me."
,

Strongest in theiWorld

THE EQUITABLE
Lite HssurancB Societu or ine Unitea Stales
Every Policy Protected by $61,000,000 of Surplus.
Energetic men who desire to represent the society address

n.

reward for present address of
Wallace Thurman, formerly of Lead- vllle, Colo., if alive, or proof of death.
H. S. Derby, attorney, 134 Monroe St.,
Chicago, Ills.
Wanted to write
and 'paymasters about 'the best time book and
ever made. A. B. Caldwell,
pay-ro- ll
Richmond, Va.
Open day and right at the Bon-To$25.00

book-keep-

n.

Alfalfa Pasture.
pure water
at S3 per head per month; apply to Santa
Fe Water & Light Co.
Good pasturage,

It has a hose attached. It is the
Sutton Water Filter. Nature's
own filter. Made of Pure Tripoli
Rock. Will filter i gallons per
hour. It makes the foulest water
pure and sparkling, extracting
99
per cent of the impurities.
Costs but $1.50 C. O. D., express
,
prepaid.
6--

C. F. Con

rov, E. Las Veaas.

HENRY KRICK,
BOLK AGENT FOR

Lemp's
at. ijoms
Beer.

(New' Mexico and Arizona Department.)

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

S. E. LANKARD, Resident Agent,
iSanta Fe, New Mexico.

plenty of

IT LOOKS LIKE A BRICK

WALTER N. PARKHURST, General Manager,
'

Viuceut's Hospital on

Tlie remains of R. W. Brown were
interred in Odd Fellows' cemeter yesterday forenoon. "Gen." Brown, as he
was familiarly known, fell asleep in
death at St. Vincent hospital on Tuesday, and that sleep was to him a welcome one. Nothing is known of his family connections. He was an Englishman
by birth, was about 70 years of age, and
had been a resident of Santa Fe for
nearly forty years, coming here from
Westport, Mo., where In early days, he
conducted a general store and employed
United States Senator S. B. Elklns, then
a boy, as one of his clerks. He was a
man of many peculiarities, but every
inch a man, ever giving of his little
store to those he deemed deserving of
charity. For years he was employed as
bookkeeper by O. W. Dudrow, and that
gentleman met the expense of his burial. Messrs. Dudrow, James T. New-hal- l,
William Bolander and a few others
followed the body to its last resting
place in a drenching rain storm.

Bon-To-

Endowment ever paid.

'

BITTER FIGHT

s,

There b no use talking a baby in the house is the link that binds
husband and wife together. Nothing Is sadder than fruitless wedlock.
The prattling and cooing of the little ones offset a thousand times the
occasional worries and trials of life. When a wife is barren, there is a
derangement somewhere in the genital organs, caused by one or more of
those common disorders known as " female troubles". Wine of Cardui
is the remedy. It puts the organs of generation in a strong and healthy
condition, fitting the wife for the sacred duty of reproducing her kini
During the period of gestation the entire system of the expectant mother
is built up to withstand the ordeal of labor, and when the little one
maices its advent it is lusty and
d
to grow to ma
strong,
UlltS' MTISMf IEHITMEIT.
The
turity in perfect health.
Ffir Ml Vt em In MaUta rannlrino anitl
direction!, address, ghrtng ymptomi,
mother, too, passes through the
U4I' AttflMf-- top' t, Tb CeUTTJJOOOA
trial with little pain and no dread.
uu
wixa vvn fjnatuiioofft. Tens.
Wine of Cardui is truly a wonder- mi meaicme tor women.

!

Died at St.

Bon-To-

of Wine of Cardni , according to your directions,
I am strong and well, and the mother of a fin.
girl baby.
Mm. fl. N. JOWER.
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Guadalupe

St.

The trade applied
from on bottle
to
carload. Mall order

promptly tilled.

Santa Fe

BEGUN.

BABY BOY

MY BEAUTIFUL

Weak Women Made Happy by Iydla E.
CLOCKS, OPTICAL GOODS, JEWELRY NOVELTIES
(Continued from First Page.)
Flnkham'
Vegetable Compound
raigned the administration for its work
Letters from Two Who Now Have
STERLING SILVER TABLE ADD TOILET WARE.
in the Philippines.
,
Children.
Joseph Waters, of Kansas, was intro
COT GLASS AND FINE CHINA.
" Deab Mrs. Pinkham : It was my
duced. He aroused wild enthusiasm by
child. I had
his fierce denunciation of the Republic ardent desire to have a
MEXICAN CARVED LEATHER GOODS
and was
SSST
an party. Some one called upon the been married three years find out
to
to
wrote
so
you
childless,
YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE SOUTH
delegates present who voted for AbraEST.
the reason. Alter
ham Lincoln to stand up. The conven
your kind adtion yelled with enthusiasm as nearly
vice
and
taking Lydia
200
d
men arose. MaJ. John
E. Pinkham's Vege
saw
who
Brown (colored), of Kansas,
table Compound, I beservice In Cuba, was applauded when
of
came the mother
. ,
he promised the negro vote to the silver
a
pauy
beauinui
Republican party. There was apparentboy, the joy of our
ly no prospect of a report from the com
He is a
home.
mittee on resolutions, and adjournment
fat, healthy baby,
was taken until 3 p. m.
thanks to your mediAGAINST TRUSTS.
cine." Mrs. Minda
Kansas City, July 5. The most inter
Finklk, Roscoe, All Goods Engraved Free of Charge.
Everything Just as Represented.
discussion
esting incident of
N. Y.
occurred over the plank offered by Mr.
SOUTH SIDE
From (Jrateful
Ball of Texas declaring that all articles
OF PLAZA.
Lane
Mrs.
be
manufactured by trusts should
put
"
Mks.
Dkab
on the tariff free list. Mr. Newlands of I
I
Pinkham :
Nevada opposed the declaration on the
wrote you a letground that It was covered by the genter some time
eral plank. Ball declared Mr. Newlands'
case to you.
my
ago,
stating
asserted
and
position
bad pains through my bowels,
that Newlands was anything but a
and backache, felt tired
Democrat. Mr. Newlands replied that headache,
all the time, was troubled
he never had been anything but a Dem- and sleepy
whites. I followed your
ocrat until President Cleveland hod, by with the
took your Vegetable Comhis conduct, driven him out of the par- advice,
and it did me lots of good. I
ty.. The committee then decided to In- pound,
now have a baby girl. I certainly besert the plank.
lieve I would have miscarried bad it
PLEASES
not been for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege'
Kansas City, July 6. The committee
table Compound. I had a very easy
orr resolutions completed Its work at
WHOLESALE
time ; was sick only a short time. I
1:10 p. m. The vote on the adoption of
'medicine is a godsend to
think
your
conthe report was unanimous. The
women in the condition in which I
and
servative element of the committee Is was. I recommend it to all as the best
highly pleased over making imperialism kiedicine for women.
RETAIL
Mks.MabtSome
the issue of primal Importance.
Coytee, Tenn.
Iane,
declaration
an
this
that
express
opinion
DEALER IN
will be of greater benefit to them than
Albemarle
has
the
who
G.
P.
Wagner,
the omission of reference to the ratio
mill fuel contracts, drove in from Bland
would have been.
yesterday accompanied by his wife.
A LATE AFTERNOON SESSION.
Barney Spears, who has long been
Kansas City, July 5. The Democratic employed at Monero, is hero to spend a
convention did not reconvene until near- few days with old friends.
ly 4 o'clock. At 4:15 Senator Jones
Colonel C. G. Coleman has gone on a
presented the platform which was read vacation visit to Washington and his
by Senator Tillman.
Va.
The platform was adopted by acclam- - home at Richmand,
W. E. Martin, secretary at the territorial penitentiary, went to Socorro yesterday afternoon.

DIAMONDS,

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.
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OPALS AND TIRQUOIS

SPITZ,

"I

ft

.

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

Only ExciusiveGrain House in Gnu

PERSONAL MENTION.

tyThe

J.

A. Roy Is down from Hopewell.
Mrs. Fred Lewis is a visitor from

Al-

mm

Only Original Oold'a Carl

Gold's General Store,

$1.50
Per Day

buquerque;
Antonio Joseph, Jr., is a visitor from
Ojo Caliente.
James Lynch was in the city from
uieneguma. .
Miss Wheelan is here from Albuquer
que on an extended visit.
Clifton Sloan of Kansas City, arrived
in the city ypsterdav for an 'extended
BEST LOCATED HOTEL IN CITY.
visit.
The Misses Clark of Plaza Alcalde,
FORSH A,
are visiting their sister, Mrs. Leo
Hersch.
SPECIAL RATES by the Week 01
irea rartsh ana daughter are up Month for Table Board, with or witnou
from Albuquerque renewing old ac- Room.
quaintances.
SOUTHEAST COR. PLAZA
Tbos. Lamb, a young Englishman
from the upper Pecos, took in the
Sterling Silver Souvenir Spoona.

And

HOTEL... $2.00

J.T.

Proprietor.

DEALER

BBE COLD,
Established

four-in-han-

'

Prop.

rnexican Curios.

1859.

: e

m

'22
""

O
w

0ils

Mexican
Filigree

iDaian and

. .

IN

Bows and Arrows.
Drums.
War Clubs ami Rattles.
Buckskin Ben Med Goods.
Mexican Coin Jewelry.
Mexican
nnd Turquols.
Mexican Mlunkt-ta- .
Mexican Fo:nher Cards.
Mexican CIkiiis.
Mexican Chncolnte.

Tom-to-

EIIGEN10 SENA,

Fred C. de Baca and Preclliano Ortiz
are here from Pena lilanca enjoying
themselves.
MANUFACTURER OF
II. Laird drove a
in
yesterday morning loaded with people
rrom iwaaria.
Gertrude Butler is here from Las
Vegas on a visit with her grandmother,
Mrs. Mary Parsons.
Dr. L. C. Bonhatu and John Hulskatte
All kinds of jewelry made to order and
of Cerrillos,' are in the city and had a
y.
repaired. Fine stone setting a
parade all of their own.
Singer sewing machines and
Richard Matthews and wife, of San
supplies.
,
Pedro, driving a fine team of sorrels,
- SANTA FK.N.M.
TRISCOST.
came up to spend the 4th. '
Hon. Alexandra Sandoval of Albu
querque, a member of the territorial
JACOB WELTMER,
board of equalization, Is a visitor in the
capital.
L. D. Sugar, the erstwhile Cerrillos
merchant, took a stroll over the town BOOKS
yesterday to admire the fruit orchards.
.
Clement Hlghtower, translator in the PERIODICALS, y,
surveyor general's office, has brought SCHOOL
BOOKS,
nis lamuy irom socorro to make their
home here.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
Miss Jennie Otero left yesterdar morn
ing by rail for the upper Pecos, where STATIONERY SUNDRIES, ETC.
sne win De tne guest of Mrs. sa. B. Field
Books not In stock ordered at easten
for two weeks.
received ft
prices, and subscriptions
'
E. C. Puterbaueh and family. W. 6. all twladloala.
Ashdown, M. W. Jones, Fred North
and Geo. Rice were among the day's
.
DO
visitors irom errnios.
Uf course
MOV
do,
Kie Oldham, of Little Rock, Ark.. U.
you
11 Msl)
IIHWIIIIIUi and want
S. special attorney to investigate Indian
it done by the best laundry in the terri
depredation claims, is in the city stop
tory, and that is the
ping at the Exchange.
Miss Tillie Huston, of Las Vegas, is
Albuquerque ffteam Laundry.
visiting Miss Valley Slaughter. Miss
Huston was among those who recently All work
guaranteed to give satisfactook part in the con test for the Christian
tion. Leave orders at KERR'S BAR
oratorical
won
and
medals
temperance
BER SHOP, Claire Hotel. Basket leaves
the silver medal.
Tuesday at 3 p. m., and returns Friday.
Chas. Closson, the Cerrillos merchant, We pay express charges.
i
accompanied by his family and Mrs. JoeCO.
P.
AMBROSE,
Agt.
wife
of the manager
seph Mackadon,
of the San Lazarus mine and mill,
drove In yesterday just in time to escape a drenching.
Frank Harney, of Joplin, Mo., and
W. M. Jones, accompanied by Misses
Emma and Kitty Green, have been
having a good time about the capital
No
a
for
of
can
rain
Mfg. Co.
city
days.
couple
dampen their patriotic enthusiasm.
Sheriff T. S. Hhbbell 'came in from
Albuquerque yesterday and was given
60LD
a reception somewhat akin to an ovation
About 30 of Sheriff Hubbell's friends
called at his room last night with a
bale of hay and tendered him a serenade,
SILVER
Enoch Rogers and Thomas Jones
drove In from Cerrillos early yesterday
morning. The former avers that ice
formed in the Arroyo Hondo, nine miles
from town yesterday morning, which
N.MONDRAGON, Mgr.
was a novel 4th of July sight for him.
Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plazal
David
Mr. Jones states that his brother
Is still In the coal company's hospital at
Pueblo, paralyzed from his hips down,
as the result of last winter's accident in
the Madrid coat pits.
J. M. Archuleta, a wealthy and In
fluential pioneer resident of Conejos,
Colo., Is In the cltv for a visit of some
days to his daughter, Mrs. Jasper Ortiz.
s. Alex
Mciiroy ana wire, ot L.as Vegas,
have spent the past three days sight
Mr. Mciiroy Is a
seeing hereabouts.
member of the E. Romero nose team.
J. C. Baldrldge, H. C. Baldrldge and
Bessie Baldrldge were among those from
Albuquerque who spent the 4th In Santa
Fe and witnessed today's parade and
W. J. Slaughter, Agent.
"
sports.
Orders, taken at Slaughter's barber
,
J. E Lock hart, son of Henry Lock- - shop, south aide of plaia. v
Basket leaves at. 7 a. m.'on Wedneshart, of Albuquerque, has been circulatlaunon
Friday night;
ing among capital city friends for sev days and return'!
dry ready for delivery 'Saturday morning:
eral days.
Mo extra ireignt or aenvery cnarges.
Rafael Garcia and Luis Trujillo are
The Las Veeas Steam laundry makes
here from Albuauerane to work on the
or One laundry work,
specialty
McJames
capitol paving contract for
and Its work la first class In all particuCoulston.
PIIONI 107
lars
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Acomo

Pottery.

Aztec Idols and Curio.
Santa Clara Pott'ery.
Navajo Indian Blanket.

Santa Fe

Jewelry.

Chlmayo Indian Blankets,
Taqul Indian Blankets.
Moqul Indian Blankets.
Apache Indian Baskets.
Taqul Indian Basket.
Pueblo Indian Basket. J

I

;
;
,

'

New Mexico.

spec-ialt-

&

Siauoneru

The FIRST
BANK . . .
OP- -

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
J. PALEJI, President.

R.

J. Ij. YAUGUJI, Cashier

CHAS. WAGNER
(1 V--r

mi.jiiT

FURNITURE CO.

Practical Embalmer and
Funeral Director.,
The only house In the city that carries everything In the
'
househulo line. Hold on easy payment.
IRTJO-S- .

and

PERFECT

DESIGNATED
DEPOSITARY,

Santa Fe Filigree

WE.

STATES

NATIONAL

.

Jewelry

UNITED

-

'

dARPBTS
Large stock or Tinware,
'

Queennwase ana
.

lassware

AJKTX)

hi

flan

the Studebakei Wagons.
Agent for
All
carried in
sizes of wagons

Lower Frisco St.

stock.

Santa Fe, N. M

LAUNDRY

The Timmer Heuoo

WORK

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
On

the European Plan, or Hoard and Room 1.50 to 99 per
. day. Special rat
by the week.

FACIOUS BAJtPZJB BOOKS TOM OOBrmKOIAX TKAVXUKHII

When In BllverClty
Stop at the Best Hotel.'

FRANK

E.

MILSTED

Prop.

